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Solicitation Number: N6893609R0032
Notice Type: Presolicitation

Synopsis:
Added: Aug 04, 2009 12:13 pm
The Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division (NAVAIRWARCHENWPNSDIV) intends to procure and award, on an other than full and open competition basis, a Fixed Price, Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity contract with General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems (GDOTS) at Anniston, AL for Stanoff Land Attack Missile, Expanded Response (SLAM-ER) titanium warhead housings. The total number of titanium warhead housings is estimated to be 222 over a five-year ordering period of performance. GDOTS is the only source to provide large diameter, thick-walled, titanium SLAM-ER warhead housings that are assembled by electron-beam welding and they are also the only source to have successfully passed the target penetration and fast cook-off qualification test requirements of AS-6130 (SLAM-ER Warhead Critical Item Fabrication Specification). The contractor will build the housings to the requirements of a Government drawing. Each warhead housing will be fabricated from 3 titanium forgings that are electron-beam welded, through varying wall thicknesses, into a housing assembly. This assembly is then finish-machined to drawing requirements. The completed housing is approximately 41 inches long by 14 inches in diameter, with a finished weight of 290 lbs. The minimum quantity associated with this contract is 9 warhead housings. Award is anticipated in December 2009 and delivery of the housings under the first order will be due in late 2010. All responsible sources may submit a proposal. This notice of intent is not a request for competitive proposals; however, any firms believing they can fulfill the requirement of providing the SLAM-ER titanium warhead housings mentioned above, may submit a written response, which shall be considered by the agency. The written response shall reference solicitation number N68936-09-R-0032 and clearly show the firm's capability, background, experience and assets necessary to perform the required work tasks mentioned above without compromising the quality, accuracy, reliability, and delivery of the products. Written responses shall be submitted by e-mail to sheena.tang@navy.mil or mailed to Commander, Code 254100D (Sheena Tang), NAVAIRWARCHENWPNSDIV, 429 E. Bowen Rd. Mail Stop 4015,
China Lake, CA 93555-6108 within 15 days from the Notice date. See numbered note 22.

Contracting Office Address:
N68936 NAVAL AIR WARFARE CENTER WEAPONS DIVISION DEPT.1
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division Dept.1 429 E. Bowen Rd - Stop
4015 China Lake, CA

Point of Contact(s):
Sheena Tang 760-939-3772 Jane Price 760-939-2859

Sheena Tang